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Abstract: 

This functionality is designed to create an individual login to the Tor network that can access, analyze and evaluate websites 

containing drug samples. The overall goal of this project is to create a search engine that allows users to search for websites with 

illegal content on the TOR network, search, identify and identify hidden services and black markets, improving the current search 

accuracy of engine results. He creates models on the dark web that make pharmacies illegal. It predicts chemical composition, 

chemical composition and supplier of origin (India). We offer different technologies like scrapy to build a browser, docker stores 

the list of servers and virtual machines and uses Apache solr and MongoDB as database. The type of algorithm the browser uses is 

DFS or Deep Search. However, in this case the interest is in broad search rather than deep search, so the algorithm to use is BFS or 

broad priority search. 

Index Terms – Dark Web crawling, TOR Network, Criminal patterns, Illegal drugs, Darknet, black markets. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The dark web is essential for the web that isn't noticeable to web search tools and requires the utilization of an anonymizing program 

called Tor to be accessed. This dark web will allow people to be involved in illegal activities. It makes the path to buy drugs, guns, 

credit card numbers and many more things that are not possible on the surface web. The expressions "dark web" and "deep web" are 

some of the time utilized reciprocally, however they are not something very similar. Dark web alludes to anything on the web that 

isn't recorded by and in this manner, not accessible via a web search tool like Google. Dark web content incorporates anything behind 

a paywall or requires sign-in qualifications. It additionally incorporates any satisfaction that its proprietors have obstructed web 

crawlers from ordering. Clinical records, expense-based content, participation sites, and classified corporate pages are only a couple 

of instances of what makes up the dark web. Gauges place the size of the profound web at somewhere in the range of 96% and the 

vast majority of the web. Just a minuscule piece of the web is open through a standard internet browser — for the most part known as 

the "clear web". The deep web is a subset of the dark web that is purposefully covered up, requiring a particular program 

— Tor — to access, as made sense underneath. Nobody truly knows the size of the deep web, however most gauges put it at around 

5% of the absolute web. Once more, not everything the deep web is utilized for unlawful purposes regardless of its inauspicious 

sounding name. Not everything on the dark web is illegal. The Tor network started as a mysterious correspondences channel, it 

actually fills a significant need in assisting individuals with imparting in conditions that are threatening to free discourse. Many 

individuals use it in nations where there's listening in or where web access is condemned. 

The main objective of this architecture/system is to 

 
● To Estimate the amount of drugs, drug content and vendors of drugs. 

● Filter out websites based on shipping from origin/location. 

● Develop a system/architecture to precipitate the illegal drug selling websites on darknet. 
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I. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Prominent writers separately offer their viewpoints on the challenges posed by dark web and deep web and illegal activities held there. 

They serve as a launchpad for additional research and demonstrate the importance and relevance of the current work. 

The paper proposes the idea of Minimum Executable Pattern (MEP), and afterward presents a MEP age technique and a MEP- based 

Deep Web adaptive query strategy. The query strategy expands the question interface from single textbox to MEP set, and produces 

neighbourhood ideal questions by picking a MEP and a keyword vector of the MEP[1]. 

Internet and network technologies have developed decisively over the most recent twenty years, with rising clients' requests to 

safeguard their identities and protection. Researchers have created ways to deal with clients' requests, where the greatest piece of the 

web has shaped the Deep Web. However, as the Deep Web gives the resort to numerous harmless clients who want to protect their 

security, it likewise turned into the ideal floor for facilitating unlawful exercises, which produced the Dark Web.[2] 

The specialists established that there exists a piece of the secret web known as the "Dark Web". The idea of the Dark web charmed 

scientists to gather data and present inference about the data spread and correspondence occurring on this clouded side of the internet. 

The introduced work Spy Dark is one such endeavour to gather data from the surface and dark web.[3] 

In: AMCIS (2005) Proceedings The writer has explained Building knowledge management system for researching terrorist groups on 

the Web.[4] 

The paper "A Focused Crawler for Dark Web Forums" by Tianjun Fu, Ahmed Abbasi, and Hsinchun Chen (2010) focuses on the 

development of a system for crawling Dark Web forums. The Dark Web is a part of the internet that is not indexed by traditional 

search engines and requires specialized software to access. This research is relevant because it addresses the challenge of collecting 

data from online communities that operate in a hidden and potentially illegal manner.[5] 
"Pannu, Mandeep., I. K. H. (2018). Using Dark Web Crawler to Uncover Suspicious and Malicious Websites, in In:International 

Conference on Applied Human Factors and Ergonomics.", describes a research paper presented at the International Conference on 

Applied Human Factors and Ergonomics in 2018.[6] 

"Sriram Raghavan, H. G.-M. (2001). Crawling the hidden web, In: Proceedings of the 27th VLDB Conference, Roma, Italy.", 

describes a research paper titled "Crawling the Hidden Web" by Sriram Raghavan and Hector Garcia-Molina. The paper likely 

explores the concept of the hidden web and techniques for crawling it. The hidden web, also known as the deep web, refers to the 

vast amount of information on the internet that is not indexed by traditional search engines. This information can reside behind search 

forms, require logins, or be dynamically generated, making it invisible to standard crawlers.[7 

"M. B. D. B. Onur Catakoglu. (2017). Attacks landscape in the dark side of the web, In: Proceedings of the Symposium on Applied 

Computing, ACM, 2017.", describes a research paper presented at the ACM Symposium on Applied Computing in 2017. The focus of 

this paper is likely on understanding the types of attacks and attacker behavior prevalent in the dark side of the web. The "dark side 

of the web" often refers to the Deep Web, which encompasses areas not indexed by search engines. This includes password- protected 

pages, dynamic content, and the Dark Web, a subset of the Deep Web requiring specialized software for access and often associated 

with illegal or controversial activities. 

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

For most of the customers, Google is the main entry point to web browsing. However, the deep web contains pages that Google cannot 

crawl. Here are dangerous web anonymous websites, often called secret socities, that control crimes ranging from drugs to hacking 

and crime. Website URLs on the dark web do nit follow the schedule and often contain random letters and numbers followed by the 

.onion subdomain. These sites require the TOR program to be taken into account and cannot be accessed through traditional programs 

such as Chrome or Safari. Create a browser that targets the TOR hidden service. By accessing websites containing drug samples, it 

extracts information such as the seller’s username, drug, country of delivery, product description and payment options.  These 

pharmacies facilitate the trade of medicine by using advanced technology to ensure the anonymity of participants and deliver products. 

This study provides an overview of the Indian pharmaceutical industry using data collected through a systematic approach. It will help 

the authorities understand the most popular drug dealers and products sold by selected countries. It also provides information about 

the structure and organization of current online pharmaceutical sales. You can access information such as supplier diversity, industry 

wide competition, the number of brands each supplier controls, the number of pharmacies it operates, and the products it sells. 

Analysis of data results in insight into drug sales. Additionally, darknet drug trafficking is difficult to detect based on digital data alone. 

It must rely on the combination of physical data in a model to produce results. Confidentiality and integrity are guaranteed on the Tor 

network. However, on the dark web, the truth is a bit difficult to use because servers are constantly changing and moving. Therefore, 

digital certificates do not matter much on the Tor network. Some connections may drop because they respond with 3xx (redirect), 4xx 

(client error), or 5xx (server error) HTTP codes. For 3xx replies, the replaced website will be indexed and the old website will be 

discarded. For connections with HTTP codes 4xx and 5xx, the response is simply discarded. The 2xx HTTP code will be added directly 

to the file. 

The crawler worked on the way to identify the links that are based on the pattern selling drugs. Hidden wiki was the only way to get 

the bunch of urls that are related to the illegal drug markets. In the dark web there is no sign to get the perfect url and it is not easy 

to memorize the random 56 characters ending with .onion link. So an easy way to scratch up the crawler was to start with links that 

are displayed in the hidden wiki. Once the crawler starts with the first link it will crawl through the website and find the internal links 

and external links of the website. Internal links refers to the site that are related to the same domain (ie. subdomains). External links 

are the links that redirect to the other links. The crawler crawls till the fixed range set on the frontier to avoid looping in the dark web 

and malfunctioning. Scraping takes place in the final part of each url to get the details. An environment needs to be set up to perform 

the task. The performance of the crawler depends largely on the characteristics of the environment. We had a plan to configure the 

environment based on the below configuration. 2 GB of RAM was allocated to docker to process the images during the development 

of the project. 3 GB of RAM were assigned to the virtual machine running the Kali OS in where the Apache Solr search engine is 

located. The rest of the RAM was divided between the host operating system Windows 10 with its 
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processes and Python for the crawler execution. The memory and the processing capacity can directly affect the performance of the 

crawler. Since the configurations made in the preparation are made with these capacities in mind.  

 

Table 2.1. Prediction of results 

 
 

Features Results 

Seed URLs 1 

Collected Links 171 

Discarded Links 23 

 

The first execution was conducted with only one of the most visited seed Urls in the dark web, the crawler was executed for 5 

minutes and indexed 171 links. It was inactive for a while; more URLs were collected to serve as seeds. Once the amount of 15 seeds 

was collected including the initial one, it was executed again in which it indexed around 1000 seeds, that is to say, with the triple of 

seeds it indexed approximately the triple of URLs. 
 

Fig:2.1. Technological stack 

 

                               
 
Technical Specification: 

 
● AMD Ryzen 7 processor upto 8 cores with 4.7GHz clock speed  

● RAM - DDR4 3400 MHz 12 GB, 

● GPU - NVIDIA GeForce GTX 960M (4GB), 

● Storage - 1 TB HDD 512 GB SSD 

● LAN - 50 Mbps Ethernet 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Seed URLs: It was the starting set of URLs. It was taken from the Hidden Wiki website characterized by listing important 

links from the dark web. It was constantly updated so it’s a good starting point for crawling. These dark website links are changed 

frequently or not available at all. So these URLs must be kept updated for better performance. 

B. Crawler: The set of Seed URLs enter the crawler. It will be executed one by one in parallel using threads. In each of these 

threads crawler takes the URL and sends it to the Privoxy proxy server. It converts the HTTP request to SOCK5 so that the requests 

enter the TOR network. 

 
C. TOR: The Tor network will respond to that request according to the availability of the server being queried, so it may or may 

not return the webpage that is required. This response reaches the crawler, which takes this request and redirects it to the spider for 

processing. 

http://www.jetir.org/
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D. Spider: If the response is valid and has content in it, then the spider will analyze the content and collect all the data. This data 

includes the domain name, URL address, title, content and HTTP status code. 

 
E. Scrapy Link Extractor: Then the spider sends the response to the scrapy link extractor. It extracts every single link on the page 

and increases the border of the crawler to crawl. These URLs enter the queue for the crawler to analyse them and start the process 

again. 

 
F. Frontier: It represents the data structure used for storage of URLs eligible for crawling. It makes up the architecture of the 

crawler. It contains the logic and policies of the crawler. 

 
G. Item Pipeline: It opens connections to the database. It analyses whether to store or not store the data. With the help of these 

 
H. MongoDB: The crawled URLs are stored on the MongoDB database in the BSON format. BSON represents the Binary 

Javascript Object Notation. It can later be converted into CSV format and into many more formats. 

 
I. Scraping: Scrap the data from the crawled URLs stored on the MongoDB one by one. The scraped data contains usernames of 

the vendors, drugs offered for sale, shipping from the country, description of the products and acceptable payment options. 

 
J. Indexing: Need to collect the data and store it in the manner that it should be served whenever it is needed. 

 
 

Fig:3.1. Dark web crawling workflow 

                                 

 

                                      
 

 

 It crawls the websites on Tor containing drug selling patterns and extracts data's. 
 

 Spider collect url address, HTTP status code, Domain Name by analyzing content. 

 

 Scrapy link extractor extracts link to crawl deeper. 

 

 Frontier (Data Structure) contains logic and policies of crawler. 
 

 MongoDB to store collected links as JSON file. 

 

 PGP session keys to particular Vendor is found and the location/origin is found. 

 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this paper we present the architecture of the dark web crawler which searches, distinguishes, and records mysterious 

administrations, underground markets, and criminal examples. We used python to build up the crawler and the virtual machine with 

Mongodb as the database. This dull web-cantered crawler ended up being proficient in the pursuit for secret administrations on 

account of its fundamental component which is being centered. Working on now is the ideal time and results in an extraordinary 

manner contrasted with an overall crawler. Later on, work we will carry out a savage power framework which will make URLs and 

analyze them individually. With this technique we will actually want to find site pages that are not recorded in the seeds. Furthermore, we 

will relocate from a neighborhood server to a cloud server to have the option to distribute the highlights the framework needs with 

moderately low expenses. 
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Fig:3. Tor Crawler Developed 

   

  The above is the crawler developed and it has five functions available. The first one is to crawl the internal endpoints  

  and the second one is to crawl the internal and the external links and the following are to scrap the web pages, to  

  download the images and the last is to exit from the crawler. 
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